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Anyone who knows high school hockey in this area can attest to the reputation through the years of solid 
Waltham High School ice hockey goaltending.  Larry Carey was the foundation of this, teaching for over 40 years 
with Waltham Youth Hockey, and well before that on the frozen ice of the Charles River.  

Larry Carey was a goalie coach before every team had one, before any goalies had their own private goalie coach, 
and before goalie coaches were paid.   He was a man who outside of his family and his real job, selflessly 
dedicated his time on a volunteer basis to mentor children from the time they decided to put on the goalie pads 
through when they sprang onto the high school ice and beyond. 

WYH began honoring Larry in 2005 with an annual goaltending award duly named, The Larry Carey Award.  Every 
year, one WYH goalie is chosen who in the coaches’ opinions best exemplifies the position of ice hockey 
goaltender.  It is not based on statistics such as Save Percentage, Shutouts, or Wins; rather it is chosen based on 
the characteristics that Larry instilled in every one of his students:   Hard work, coachability, effort level, and the 
desire to learn more about goaltending every time they step on the ice.   Larry’s years of dedication to teaching 
was also recognized by Massachusetts Hockey when they awarded Larry the Presidents Award during their 18th 
annual Mass Hockey Banquet, which is awarded to an individual who “made a unique and exceptional 
contribution to amateur hockey in Massachusetts”.  

Larry’s teachings did develop great goalies, some of who were able to play in leagues around the country.  
However, more importantly, Larry was able to impart life values that have allowed his students to succeed in 
careers all over the world.    Larry will always be remembered in the memories of his students and their families, 
by those who coached alongside him, by all of the past, present and future Larry Carey Award winners, and 
especially by those who were lucky enough to get to know Larry outside of hockey for the great man that he was.  
He will be greatly missed and we offer our condolences to his wife Ann and son David at this difficult time.  
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